Please read completely before setting up your QUIK SHADE® Instant Canopy

It is your responsibility to read and save these instructions before attempting to set up your QUIK SHADE® Instant Canopy. We would also like to suggest that you follow these safety precautions, care and maintenance tips when using your QUIK SHADE®:

1. Never set up or continue to use in any rain, wind or storm conditions, especially lightning storms. Damage can occur to your QUIK SHADE® and put you and others in potential danger.
2. We suggest that you take your time in order to avoid bending the frame or pinching your fingers or hands while opening and closing the frame.
3. Avoid setting up your QUIK SHADE® on steep inclines.
4. Always use the provided stakes to secure your QUIK SHADE® to the ground unless you set up on concrete or asphalt.
5. Do not use your QUIK SHADE® for permanent shelter. It was designed for temporary use only.
6. Keep your QUIK SHADE® canopy away from heat and flames at all times. Do not barbecue or build fires under your QUIK SHADE®.
7. Never leave your QUIK SHADE® unattended.
8. Hand wash the canopy using only mild soap and water. Never use harsh detergents, abrasives or bleach. Do not machine wash.
9. Never fold or store your QUIK SHADE® when it is wet or damp. Let it dry completely to avoid mildew.
10. ALWAYS USE COMMON SENSE.

WARNING: KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS TENT FABRIC. This tent meets the flammability requirements of CPAI-84. The fabric will burn if left in continuous contact with any flame source. The application of any foreign substance to the tent fabric may render the flame resistant properties ineffective.

QUIK SHADE® Set-Up and Safety Instructions

S233 Summit with Double Full Awning

User’s Manual

DO NOT RETURN YOUR CANOPY TO THE PLACE OF PURCHASE
Please contact Bravo Sports for questions, comments, parts & accessories, or assistance with any warranty related issues.
Bravo Sports 12801 Carmenita Rd. Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 quikshade.com Toll free: (800) 248-5327
Set Up
Before proceeding with the assembly of your QUIK SHADE® Instant Canopy, please make yourself familiar with its parts and how they make your QUIK SHADE® function.

The following parts are inside your QUIK SHADE® box:
1 QUIK SHADE® Assembled Frame 1 Canopy Top with Integrated Double Awning
2 "L" Awning Arm Extensions
6 Awning Rods
1 Wheeled Bag
4 Stakes

Step 1
Place your QUIK SHADE® in the center of the set-up area. With a partner on the opposite side of the frame, hold onto the two outer legs and lift slightly for clearance. Take a few steps back until you extend the frame to a full arm's length - approx. 4 feet (figure A). To improve the opening and closing action of your QUIK SHADE®, you may spray some silicone lubricant on the outer legs.

Step 2
To attach the top with a three-piece Supervent system, open each steel vents on the frame by sliding the plastic sleeves (fig B & C).

Step 3
Attach the topmost fabric first by sliding the vent arm ends into the pockets (fig D).

Step 4
Open the canopy to about 80% (fig E).

Step 5
Attach the center fabric (fig F) making sure the top fabric overlaps it outside (fig G).

Step 6
Attach the bottom of the main fabric to the frame. Make sure the long side is on the two sides where the awning arms are located and that the center fabric is on top of this piece (fig H).

Step 7
Open the ends of the corners and wrap around the legs to secure each edge (fig I).

Step 8
Make sure the fabric positions are correct. The top fabric on top of middle on top on main bottom fabric.

Step 9
Pull the inner leg out to extend the height of the canopy to the first level. The latch should click into place.

Step 10
Extend the canopy to its desired height. For the awning to work properly, the canopy needs to be at the highest position. Telescope out the inner legs all the way to its longest position.

Step 11
Extend the awning arms upwards and outwards until it clicks into place at around 45 degrees (fig J).

Step 12
Attach the loose rods, three sections will form an assembly. Be sure to have the ends of the assembly have holes that are facing the same side (fig K).

Step 13
Insert the rod assembly through the sleeve at the end of the awning fabric (fig L).

Step 14
Attach the "L" shaped awning arms extension to the awning arms. The "L" leg should be facing inwards (fig M).

Step 15
Lock the rod assembly in place with the awning arm extensions through spring buttons (fig N).

Step 16
Snap the awning wall in place onto the arms with the snap tabs (fig O).

Step 17
When the wall is closed, there is a dedicated snap tab that goes around the canopy leg to keep it snug with the frame (fig P).

Step 18
You can manipulate the awning five different ways by moving the arms until they lock into place. Make sure the other arm is at the same place too (fig Q, fig R). Use the stakes provided if necessary.

Step 19
Fill out included warranty form. Product information can be found on the red sticker on the eaves of the frame (fig S). Staple your receipt to warranty form and store in a safe place.

Step 20
Go to: BravoSportsCorp.com/ServiceProductRegistration.aspx and register your new canopy. If you have any issues setting up your canopy, have questions, need parts or accessories call our toll free service line: (800) 248-5327
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Take Down
Note: the canopy top may remain in place for easier subsequent set-up. However, to prolong the life of the canopy top, we recommend that you remove the top when storing your canopy.

WARNING: Before storing your QUIK SHADE®, be sure the canopy top is not wet or damp. Storing your QUIK SHADE® while it is even slightly damp may cause mildew. Allow your canopy top to completely dry before taking it down. If you must take down your QUIK SHADE® while the canopy is damp, remove the canopy top from the frame by unfastening the hook and loop straps. Fold up the frame and lay the canopy top down, fully open, as soon as possible and allow it to completely dry.

Step 1
Remove stakes from the ground. Position the awning to a lower setting, unbutton the snaps (fig T).

Step 2
Disengage the awning rods from the arms by pressing the spring button and pulling the rod out (fig U).

Step 3
Pull out the "L" shaped awning arm extensions from the arms (fig V). Pull out the awning rod from fabric (fig W).

Step 4
Disassemble the awning rods in a similar fashion. There are three parts to each assembly (fig X).

Step 5
Fold the awning to its "closed" position (arm parallel to the leg).

Step 6
Reduce each leg to its lowest position.

Step 7
At each upper corner of the canopy, pull on the slider rings, when all four are pulled, the canopy should start to collapse. Be careful not to pinch your hands by staying away from the bottom part of the slider (where the plastic ends), the slider may move fast once released. If the slider is hard, relieve the ceiling assembly a little by lifting the tubes attached to the slider upwards. Your unit may come with pull pin sliders, if so, simply pull the slider ring to release the canopy ceiling (fig Y).

Step 8
Hold the top of the center frame section where it says "CLOSE." Lift slightly and slowly walk towards partner as the frame folds in (fig Z). Keep walking until the frame is about halfway closed. Be sure to avoid pinching your hands or fingers. Hold outside legs and continue closing canopy as you walk towards partner. The completely folded canopy should stand up on its own.

Step 9
With the canopy standing, unzip the wheeled bag and slide bag down slowly (fig A1) until entire canopy is in. Invert the canopy and zipper shut (fig B1).